


Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined the information in this Certification and, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
it is true, correct and complete. I further certify under penalties of perjury that I am the Owner (or authorized to sign for the Owner) of the
Cash Consideration to which this Certification relates and was the Owner (or am authorized to sign for the Owner) of the 21CF common
stock to whom payment of such Cash Consideration was (or is to be) made.

Owner’s Name Account Number 

 Certification B:  Dividend (in lieu of Certification A above)
Owner’s Cash Consideration should be treated for U.S. federal income tax purposes as a dividend.

SELECT CERTIFICATION A OR CERTIFICATION B BELOW (CHECK APPLICABLE BOX)

 Certification A:  Payment in Exchange for 21CF Common Stock
Owner’s Cash Consideration should be treated for U.S. federal income tax purposes as a payment in exchange for Owner’s shares of 21CF
common stock, rather than as a dividend, because Owner’s proportionate interest in 21CF was meaningfully reduced as a result of the payment.
This is EITHER (check applicable box):
 Reflected in the following calculations (fill in required information):

Prior Interest:                  Immediately prior to the 21CF Merger, Owner owned (Y) shares of 21CF common stock
(taking into account (i) Class A and Class B shares owned directly by Owner and (ii) Class A and Class B
shares Owner is deemed to own under Sections 304 and 318 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (the “Code”) (including as a result of owning options)), which represented

(Y/W*100) percent of the outstanding 21CF common stock.
Subsequent Interest:      Immediately following the 21CF Merger, Owner owned (Z) shares of Disney common stock

(taking into account (i) shares Owner received in exchange for 21CF common stock, (ii) shares Owner received
in exchange for Old Disney common stock pursuant to the Disney Merger, (iii) shares Owner otherwise
acquired or sold in connection with the 21CF Merger and (iv) shares Owner is deemed 
to own under Sections 304 and 318 of the Code (including as a result of owning options)), which represented

(Z/X*100) percent of the outstanding Disney common stock.
W = 1,371,589,090 (shares of Class A and Class B 21CF common stock outstanding immediately prior to the 21CF Merger)

X = 1,798,163,926 (shares of Disney common stock outstanding immediately following the 21CF Merger)
See the accompanying instructions for rules regarding the determination of which shares an Owner is deemed to own.

Percentages should be rounded to an appropriate number of decimal places to indicate Subsequent Interest is smaller than Prior Interest.
OR

 In lieu of the calculations above, Owner hereby certifies that Owner’s proportionate interest in 21CF did not increase as a result of the
21CF Merger because Owner (i) was not a beneficial owner of Old Disney common stock immediately prior to the Disney Merger, 
(ii) has not acquired additional Disney common stock in connection with the 21CF Merger and (iii) is not deemed to own Disney
common stock through attribution from another person (or as a result of owning options) immediately prior to, immediately following or
otherwise in connection with the 21CF Merger or the Disney Merger.

+

+

Signature of Owner or person authorized to sign for Owner Capacity in which signingDate (mm/dd/yyyy)
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U.S. Federal Income Tax Consequences 

For U.S. federal income tax purposes, the Disney Merger and the 21CF Merger, taken together, are intended 
to qualify as a transaction described in Section 351 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the 
“Code”). The specific tax consequences of the 21CF Merger to individual former 21CF stockholders will 
depend upon the form of consideration received in the 21CF Merger. 

As described in the Joint Proxy Statement/Prospectus, Section 304 of the Code applies to the 21CF Merger 
if immediately after the 21CF Merger the former 21CF stockholders, in the aggregate, owned stock of 
Disney possessing 50% or more of the total combined voting power or 50% or more of the total combined 
value of all classes of stock of Disney. This determination takes into account certain constructive ownership 
rules under the Code and former 21CF stockholders who received Disney common stock in exchange for 
their shares of Old Disney common stock. 

It is not possible for Disney to calculate with certainty the exact percentage of Disney common stock that 
was owned by former 21CF stockholders immediately after the 21CF Merger due to the incompleteness of 
the information reasonably available to Disney. However, Disney intends to take the position for 
information reporting and withholding purposes that Section 304 of the Code applies to the 21CF Merger. 
Accordingly, your Cash Consideration may be treated either as a dividend or as a payment in exchange for 
21CF common stock for U.S. federal income tax purposes depending on your particular circumstances.  

Dividends paid to non-U.S. holders generally are subject to withholding tax at a rate of 30 percent (or such 
lower rate as may be provided under an applicable income tax treaty). Non-U.S. holders should read the 
section entitled “Escrow Procedures Applicable to Non-U.S. Holders” below. 

For further discussion of the U.S. federal income tax consequences of the 21CF Merger, please see the 
section entitled “Material United States Federal Income Tax Consequences” on page 311 of the Joint Proxy 
Statement/Prospectus. Because individual circumstances may differ, you should consult your tax advisor 
regarding the specific tax consequences of the 21CF Merger to you in light of your particular circumstances, 
including the applicability and effect of federal, state, local and foreign income and other tax laws. 

Completing the Certification 

Please complete and submit the Certification (either by mail or online) to indicate how your Cash 
Consideration should be treated for U.S. federal income tax purposes. Check the appropriate box to indicate 
if your Cash Consideration should be treated as a payment in exchange for 21CF common stock because 
your proportionate interest in 21CF was meaningfully reduced (Certification A) or as a dividend 
(Certification B). If you select Certification A, please fill in the information regarding your “Prior Interest” 
in 21CF and your “Subsequent Interest” in 21CF through your ownership of Disney common stock, unless 
you are eligible to check the last box under Certification A and do so. 

If you select Certification A and fill in information regarding your Prior Interest and your Subsequent 
Interest, please note that the Exchange Agent will (i) review the reduction in proportionate interest reflected 
in the Certification, (ii) reach an independent judgment as to whether the reduction is meaningful and 
(iii) only treat your Cash Consideration as a payment in exchange for 21CF common stock if the Exchange 
Agent agrees that the reduction is meaningful. 

The information contained in these instructions is intended to assist you in completing the Certification but 
is not tax advice. The Exchange Agent’s determination (including the application of the default tax 
treatment if you fail to respond by the specified deadline or submit an incomplete or incorrect Certification) 
is required to satisfy U.S. federal information reporting and withholding obligations, but is not binding on 

. 
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This represents (200 / 1,371,589,090 * 100) = 0.00001458% of the outstanding 21CF common 
stock as your Prior Interest.  

Next, you must calculate your percentage ownership of Disney common stock immediately following the 
21CF Merger (i.e., the number of shares of Disney common stock that you owned immediately following 
the 21CF Merger, divided by the total number of shares of Disney common stock outstanding immediately 
following the 21CF Merger). 

In the “Subsequent Interest” paragraph: 

 enter the number of shares of Disney common stock that you owned immediately following the 
21CF Merger in the first space provided in Subsequent Interest (including shares that you received 
in exchange for 21CF common stock, shares that you received in exchange for Old Disney common 
stock pursuant to the Disney Merger, shares that you otherwise acquired or sold in connection with 
the 21CF Merger and shares that you are deemed to own under Sections 304 and 318 of the Code 
(as described below)), and then 

 calculate your percentage ownership of Disney common stock immediately following the 21CF 
Merger, based on the number of shares of Disney common stock outstanding immediately 
following the 21CF Merger (as specified under Certification A as “X”), and enter this percentage 
in the second space. 

Example Calculation: 

150 shares of Disney common stock owned by you immediately following the 21CF Merger (Z) 

1,798,163,926 shares of Disney common stock outstanding immediately following the 21CF 
Merger (X) 

This represents (150 / 1,798,163,926 * 100) = 0.00000834% of the outstanding Disney common 
stock as your Subsequent Interest. 

Percentages should be rounded to an appropriate number of decimal places to indicate that your Subsequent 
Interest is smaller than your Prior Interest. Please note that if it cannot be determined that there has been a 
meaningful reduction in your proportionate interest in 21CF (as reflected in the comparison of your Prior 
Interest with your Subsequent Interest), then your Cash Consideration generally will be treated as a 
dividend, not as a payment in exchange for 21CF common stock, and in the case of a non-U.S. holder, this 
amount generally will be subject to U.S. withholding tax. 

In lieu of these calculations, you might be able to certify that your proportionate interest in 21CF did not 
increase as a result of the 21CF Merger by checking the box at the bottom of Certification A. To qualify 
for this option, you must be able to certify that you (i) were not a beneficial owner of Old Disney common 
stock immediately prior to the Disney Merger, (ii) have not acquired additional Disney common stock in 
connection with the 21CF Merger and (iii) are not deemed to own Disney common stock through attribution 
from another person (or as a result of owning options) immediately prior to, immediately following or 
otherwise in connection with the 21CF Merger or the Disney Merger. 

You should consult your tax advisor regarding the standard for determining whether a reduction in your 
proportionate interest in 21CF is meaningful. The preamble to proposed U.S. Treasury Regulation Section 
1.1441-3(c) states that “[i]f after the transaction the [minority] shareholder’s percentage ownership is less 
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10. Any person who has an option to acquire shares is deemed to own such shares. 

11. An S corporation generally is treated as a partnership for purposes of the above rules (and any 
shareholder of the S corporation generally will be treated as a partner of such partnership). 

For purposes of applying the above rules, a person generally is considered to actually own any shares that 
the person is deemed to own under any of the rules. As a consequence, such shares may be further attributed 
to another person under the rules, subject to the following exceptions: 

 Shares constructively owned under the “family” attribution rules of paragraph 1 will not be deemed 
to be owned by one member of a family in order to attribute ownership to another member of the 
family. For example, the shares of a taxpayer’s sister cannot be attributed to the taxpayer through 
their mother’s constructive ownership of the sister’s shares. However, if shares can be considered 
owned by a person under both the family rules of paragraph 1 and the option rule of paragraph 10, 
this exception does not apply. 

 Shares constructively owned by a partnership, estate, trust or corporation under the rules of 
paragraphs 6-9 will not be deemed to be owned by that entity to make another the constructive 
owner of the shares under the rules of paragraphs 2-5. For example, the shares held by partner A 
of a partnership cannot be attributed to partner B through the partnership’s constructive ownership 
of A’s shares. 

As an example to illustrate how certain attribution rules apply, assume you own 100 shares of 21CF 
common stock and Corporation A also owns 100 shares of 21CF common stock. If you own 40 percent of 
the value of the stock of Corporation A directly, and you are the grantor of a grantor trust that owns another 
20 percent of the value of the stock of Corporation A, you are considered to own 60 percent of the value of 
Corporation A’s stock, as provided in paragraph 3 above. You are therefore considered to own 160 shares 
of 21CF common stock—the 100 shares you actually own and 60 percent of the shares owned by 
Corporation A, as provided in paragraph 5 above. In addition, Corporation A is considered to own 200 
shares of 21CF common stock—the 100 shares that it actually owns and all of the 100 shares you own 
directly, as provided in paragraph 9 above. 

Signature, Date and Capacity 

If you are submitting the Certification by mail, please sign and date the Certification, and state the capacity 
in which you are signing. 

Escrow Procedures Applicable to Non-U.S. Holders 

If you are a non-U.S. holder, the Exchange Agent withheld 30% (or such lower rate as may be specified by 
an applicable income tax treaty) of any Cash Consideration payable to you and, if the Exchange Agent has 
an Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) Form W-8 (or a similar substitute form) for you on file, deposited the 
withheld amount into an escrow account.  

If you indicate on your Certification that your Cash Consideration should be treated as a payment in 
exchange for 21CF common stock (by selecting Certification A) and the Exchange Agent agrees (or if the 
Exchange Agent otherwise makes this determination), then the Exchange Agent generally will release the 
escrowed portion of your Cash Consideration to you and report your Cash Consideration as a payment in 
exchange for 21CF common stock. 




